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A Maimonides Reader, edited by ISADRE TwERSKY (New
York: Library of Jewish Studies, Behran House, 1972).

Reviewed by

Warren Zev Harvey

This is the fist volume in the Li-
brary of Jewish Studies, which, ac-

cording to its publishers, aims to
present basic texts of post-Biblical
Judaism, and thereby

meet a long-felt need among teach-
ers and students, librarians, adult-
education groups, and all those
who have wished to examine the
Jewish cultural tradition at first
hand but who have been hampered
by the absence of good translations.

Professor Twersky, Nathan Littau-
er Professor of Hebrew Literature
and Philosophy at Harvard, sets
down in his Preface two aims par-
ticular to this volume. These two
aims concern two distinct Maimon-
ides: the real Maimonides, who
lived in Spain and North Africa in
the twelfth century, and the posthu-
mous Maimonides, who "has been
continuously recreated and refash-
ioned in successive generations."

The fist aim is to acquaint the

reader with the real Maimonides

by exposing him to selections from
his writings. The second aim, a bi-
product of the first, is "to help . . .
to extend the ongoing history of
the second (i.e., the posthumous J

Maimonides, for every generation
confronts him anew." Professor
Twersky emphasizes that "Maimon-
ides has never been merely of anti-
quarian interest," but has always

been a "stimulant to some, irritant
to others." And since the qualities
which have made him controversJal
are timeless, contemporary readers
too wil "be guided, instructed, and

provoked by him." Clearly, Profes-
sor Twersky's aims are more ambi-
tious, and more exciting, than the
general aim set by the publishers

for the Library. In picking up the

M aimonides Reader, we are invited
Inot merely "to examine the Jewish
cultural tradition," but to continue
it.

Yet it is logically impossible to

prepare a M aimonides Reader
which reveals the real Maimonides;
for in the very act of deciding what
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selections to include and to exclude,
one already is fashioning MaImon-
ides in accordance with one's own
vision of him, and this is all the
more the case when one writes in-
troductions. Necessarily, what we
get in the M aimonides Reader is

not the real Maimonides, but a form
of tlt¡ posthumous MaimonIdes-
namely. Professor Twersky's Mai-
monides.

I

Professor Twersky's MaImonide3
is a unifier, a harmonizer. His

"overarching objective" is "to bring
law and philosophy. . . into fruitful
harmony . . . to combine religious
tradition with philosophical doc-

trine" p. 26). Yet he is no facile
synthesizer and certainly no com-
promiser, but a man of "radical
honesty and courage" (p. 28), dedi-
cated to truth~ whether its source

be Hebrew or Greek. Moreover,
he is a man of paradox:

A philosopher . . . a zealous de-
votee .of the contemplative life,
he was nevertheless a physician,
communal leader, and author, who
led a relentlessly active life that
regularly brought him to the brink
of exhaustion (p. 1).

This paradox of affrming both vita
contemplative and vita activa was
embraced in his teachings as well
as in his life.

He addressed himself to the im-
plicit antagonism between religion
with Its insistence upon the neces-
sity and value of action, and phi-
losophy with its insistence upon the
excellence and superionty of con-
templation (p. 21).
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Professor Twersky's Maimonides
was a revolutionary in Halakhah.
He wrote "the first comprehensive,
sophisticated inquiry into the theo-

retical, historical, and doctrinal

foundations of the Oral Law" (p.
13) in his Introduction to his Com-
mentary on the Mishnah. Above
all, he wrote "the flower of Jewish
jurisprudence," the Mishneh Torah,
whose "novelty and importance"
are noted in its

1. language-its precise and ele-
gant Mishnaic Hebrew, which made
the Halakhah intellgible to the
many; 2. arrangement and classi-
fication-its topical"pedagogical re"
structuring of the Halakhah; 3.
codificatory form-its eliminating
indeterminate debate and confct-
ing interpretations; 4. scope-its

_ all-inclusiveness, obliterating acci-

dental distinctions between prac*
tical (e.g., Nashim Hnd Moed)
and theoretical (e.g.. Zeraim and
Kodashim); 5. fusion of Halakhah
and philosophy-its unification of
practice and concept, and its issu-
ance of the mandate to engage in
rationalization of the Halakhah
(pp. 16-19).

While a revolutionary in Halak-
hah, he was a traditionalist in phi-
losophy. His uviews on basic pro-
blems of religious philosophy are
not very different from those of his
predecessors" (p. 20). The Guide
of the Perplexed differs from the

philosophical works of Saadyah Ga-
on, Bahya ibn Pakuda, Abraham
ibn Ezra, Abraham ibn naud, and
others mainly in its Umore rigor-

ously scientific approach based on
what were considered to be unim-
peachable AnstotelIan doctrines"
(p. 20). Furthermore, his position
is "typically rationalist" (p. 22)
and he Umust be seen against the
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background of Muslim philosophers
. . . who either provided his imme-
diate sources or determined the

general climate of philosophic opin-
ion and its characteristic tendencies'
(p. 22). Why did he write the
Guide? In part, as an apologia:

Philosophy was widespread . .
Left alone, unharnessed and Ul-
tramelled, it could destroy positive
religion. . . The beliefs of 1udaism
had to be expounded systematical-
ly and with sophistication while
the practices of Judaism had to be
endowed with rationality and sig-
nificance (pp. 22-23).

Although written for a "special kind
of reader" (p. 19), his Guide
emerges chiefly as an extension of
his Mishneh Torah, continuing its
exposition of beliefs (cf. p. 241)

and taking up its mandate to ra-
tionalize the Halakhah.1

II

The selections, in the order they
appear in the Reader. with their
length in pages (including their in-
troductions) are as follows:

1. Mishneh Torah (195)
a. Hakdamah (7)
b. Madda (44)
c. Ahavah (15)
d. Zemanim (19)
e. Kedushah (6)
f. Hafa'ah (8)
g. Zeraim (6)
h. Avodah (7)
i. Korbanot (4)
j. Tohorah (4)
k. N ezikin (15)

1. Kinyan (8)
m. Mishpatim (1 i )
n. Shofetim(39)

2. Guide of the Perplexed (128)
3. Eight Chapters (26)
4. Commentary on Mishnah. Avot

(14)

5. Perek Helek (23)
6. Book of Commandments (i 3 )
7. Epistle to Yemen (26)
8. Letter on Astrology (11)
9. Five Occasional Letters

The focus on the Mishneh Torah
is expected and justifed, it being the
revolutionary work par excellence

of Professor Twersky's Maimon.
ides. The passages from it are,
for the most part, those which "il-
lustrate . . . original interpretations,
new emphases, striking formula-
tions, or interpolations of ethical

and philosophical motifs into Tal-
mudic material" (p. 34), but there
are also passages which exemplify

novel treatment of standard ha-
lakhic subjects. Omitted are not
only the many passages which
might strike the common reader as
pure (therefore "irrelevant") Ha-
lakhah, but also those passages
which might strike him as pure
(therefore "irrelevant") philoso.
phy; e.g., the references in Yesodei
ha-Torah to the galgalim (1 :5;
2:3-8; 3: 1-10) and to the four ele-
ments (2:3; 3: 10-4:9). Retained

are not only metahalakhic passages

--.g., most of the Introduction-'

but also metaphilosophical pass-
ages; e.g., Yesodei ha-Torah .2: 11-
12; 4: 10-13. The preference for

metaphilosophy over philosophy is
perhaps nowhere more striking than
in the retention of Yesodei ha-

Torah 4: 10-13, concerning the ex-
position of the topics dealt with in

3-4: 1-9, after the omission of
3-4: 1-9. True to his Maimonides,
Professor Twersky preserves uncut
many of these wonderful passages
which are neither purely Halakhah
nor purely philosophy, but a
uniquely Maimonidean amalgam of
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both; e.g., on love 'of God (Y esodei
ha-Torah 10), on moral disposi-
tions (Deo! 1.2), on tzedakah

(Matnot Aniyyim 10). Also re-
tained are passages concerning the

mission of Israel in history; e.g.,
Akum 1:1-2,. Melakhim 11.12.
Professor Twersky has developed
these selections with the art of a

master scultor, boldly but delicate-
ly shaping his vision out of the pre.
cious marble of the Mishneh To-
rah. However, 'since so much of
the Mishneh Torah necessarily has
been omitted or abridged, halak-
hists and philosophers may object
that the selections, at best, do not
enable the reader to determine pre-
cise, ultimate halakhic or bhilo-
sophic positions, and, at worst:

might mislead him if he tries to do
so. But such objections are as .ir.
relevant as they are true, for the

Reader is obviously not intended as
a source book for paskening rabbis
or advanced students of Jewish phi~
losophy. Yet it is not only thé

common reader who wil benefit
from these selections from the
MishnehTorah, but also, I think
the halakhists and the philosophers
who, when confronted with the
unity of these selections may be
forced to refashion their own Mai
monides.

The passages from the Guide of
the Pèrplexed (Pines translation)
"selected to introduce the reader

to some themes ilustrating the im-
pact of philosophy on religion" (p
231 ), are from the following loci:'

Epistle Dedicatory; Introductions
I, 1-2, 17, 27. 31-35. 54, 59, 71
n. 13-16, 25. 27. 31.39~40; III
Introduction, 8, 12, 24, 26-32, 34-
36, 51-54.
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As in the Mishneh Torah selec-
tions, metahalakhah (e.g., III,
26-32, 34-36) and metaphilosophy

or philosophic methodology (e.g.,
Introductions: I, 31-34) are em-
phasized, while ostensibly irredeem-
able philosophy is avoided. This
emphasis is welcome, not only be-
cause it reflects the interests of
Professor Twersky's Maimonides.
but because Maimonides states in
the Guide that his purpose. is not
to write philosophy for its own
sake, but to elucidate philosophic-

ally the difcult points of the Torah
(cf. esp. II. 2, Preface).2 The fo-
cal, perplexing vita contemplativa-

vita activa paradox may be studied
in texts from I, 1-2 and III, 27,
51-52 54; references to the radical-, .
ly intellectual nature of the perfect
man, although avoided elsewhere,
are retained in III, 51, 54. 'Wile
recondite epistemolo~ical passages

on the theory of Divine attributes
(e.g., I, 51-53, 56-58. 68) are
shunned, selections from I, 54, 59
and III 54 Dresent ilthe ethical and, ~
ceremonial applications" (p. 232)
of this theory. The probIem of cre-
ation appears in selections from

II 13-16- 25, and 27 "to provide" .
an examnle of a ful1-f1edged philo-
sophic discussion . . . and its im-

plications for religious beliel' (p.
232); however, the discussions of
pertinent concepts of Aristotelian
physics (e.g., time, motion, gener-

ation and corruption), as well as
the enjoyable and instructive par-
able of the fetus (II, 17), are omit-
ted. Stil, the Maimoriides revealed

even in these carefully pruned se-

lections frÒn the Guide may strike
the reader as less ap()lop-etic and
more iconoclastic ~ phosopher
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th Profesor Twersky's Maimon-
ides.

The selections from Maiinonides
otber writings, which should be
read in conjunction with the se-

lections from the Mishneh Torah
(cf.p. xv) and the Guide. are, like
the selections from those two
works, abridged with reason and
pedagogic sureness. Professor
Twersky has supplied cross-refer-
enceand a topical index, which,
.toetJer with his pointed introduc-
tions to the selections, faciltate the

interrelating of texts, and dramatic-
.ally underscore how much of Mai-
monides'non-halakhic thought is
indeed implied in the MishneJi To-

ra. In addition, the book contains

;a basic bibliography of Maimoni-
deana -in English.

Soe words should be said con-
-eeniing the translations, especially
since part of the publishers' aim for
the Librar is to meet a need
'brought about by the "absence of
-go translatiOD8." All the transla-
tions ha.ve appeared previously, and
"no attempt has been made to re-
vise or standardize them," although
"a few instances of mistranslation
or stylistic awkwardness have been
eliminated" (p. xvii). Consequent-

ly and unhappily, we are deprived

of authortative new .translationsor,
.at least, authoritøtive corrections
;.tifold .tiâIslatioft. Now, the need
for -new translationise.specially
llte 'with .regardto the :non..ha-

:1alcbic .terminology 'oftheMishneh
Torah) which is crucial to .our un~
-derstanding ..of Profeor Twersky'ii
Maimonides,and which perhaps ..no
ichølar.is niOtcompetent .totender
:lhn Prbfessor Twersky. Oneex~
;!lple wil mustte .simultaeoùs..

ly the kinds of terminological prob-

lems which arise and the extent of
Professor Twersky's non-interfer-
ence with the translations. In his
essay "Some Non.Halakhic Aspects
of the Mishneh Torah:' Professor
Twersky translates

b'll1i1 ,:: itP";' lnvin ttm5

(Temurah 4: 13) "to improve
our knowledge of religious beliefs
añd to make straight all our do-
ings," and he notes that Danby's

translMion in the Yale Judaica Se-

ries ('~to correct our moral quali.
ties and to keep straight all our
doings") "misses the point." Yet it
is Danby's translation- and not

Professor Twersky's own I-which
appears in the Readtr (p. 150).

Furthermore, passages which we
might haveex.peètedtofind in the
Retder were omitted apparently be-
cause no translation was available.
Thus, there are no 'selections -from
the Introduction to the Comme,nt-

ary on the Mishnah, even though
Professor Twersky -stresses its im-
portance in his Introduction (pp.

12-14; cf. quotation above); nor

from Sefer N ashim, consoicuously

the only tome of the Mishneh To-
rah not represented, even though

"there àre passages iIi Itcönceming
marriage, divorce, the ròte öf the

woman, .etc., which would be of
immediate interest to many readers;
nOT from Iggeret ha..Shemad, even
thÐughthis HbFoadside" in which
-'~Maimonide8 reacted viscerally as
well as intellectually" surely ilus-
.trates an important facet of.Profes-
sor Twersky's Maimonides (cf.pp.
9-10).
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il
Cerhiinly, the Maimonides Read-

er is now the best general introduc-
tion to Maimonides in English. I
hap.pily suspect that it wil succeed
not only, as the publishers itend-

ed, in enabling the reader to "ex-

amine the Jewish cultural tradi-
tion," but also, as Professor Twer-
sky hoped, in inspiring him to con-
front - creatively, existentially.-

the challenge of Maimonides'
thought. Since it is intended, in the
first instance, for the general read-
er, it wil be especially useful for

adult-education groups. Although it
is not intended for Maimonidean

scholars, they wil delight in ex-

amining Professor . Twersky's em-
phases and in pursuing his provoca-
tive comments, and they wil antici-
pate his Mishneh Torah of MaiR
monides (ct. p. 16). As a college

text, the book has two drawbacks
which combine against it. First, its
price-$ i 2.50-is so prohibitively

high for students, that if they are
required to purchase it, they cannot

fairly be required to purchase other
books, and, therefore, the Reader,
if used at all, must be used. as the

main text for sustained . study
throughout the course. But second-

ly, the omissions in the Mishneh

Torah and Guide, while necessary
and justified in a general introduc-
tory volume, make impossible the
sustained and detailed study of
these works which would be called
for in a course devoted entirely to
MaImonides. For the sake of the
students, but not for their sake
alone, we may hope that the Read-
er wil be forthcoming in an inex-
pensive paperback edition.

.Professor Twersky has prepared
a wonderful book. He has shared
with us his vision of a Maimonides
who differs radically from both
great Maimonides commonly
known to English readers-the Phi-
Ionic problem solver of Professor
Wolfson and the Platonic states-
man of Professors Strauss and
Pines. He is a Maimonides whom
we not only caD admire, but also
love.

NOTES

1. On the other hand, Professor Twersky's assertion (p. 12) that Maimonides,
at least in part, wrote the Guide explicitly to "rationalize. the aggadah," if based
on Maimonides' statement in the. Introduction to the Guide (pp. 240-241), is
not clearly substantiated. For that statement, Maimonides seems to be careful
to state that he is not concerned with replacing the "Book of Correspondence,"
which was to rationalize the aggadah, but only the "Book of Prophecy," which
was to rationalize parables in the Bible. (This point was calIed to my attention
by my friend and colIeague at McGil, Lawrence Kaplan.) As regards the iii.
dispensabilty of explaining inyanei ha-nevuah and the dispensabilty of ex-
plaining divrei ha-derashot, see R. Isaac Abarbanel, ad loco But in any event,
Professor Twersky's conclusion that the Guide is "part of the aggadic as well

as of the philosophic tradition" is undoubtedly correct; for if the Guide is
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not a rationalization of the aggadah, it is itself aggadic (cf. p. 21). Maimonides
himself apparently saw the Guide as belonging to 

the literary genres of bothaggadah and philosophy; thus, he tells us that all contraries and contradictions
in it are either of the fifth cause, characteristic of philosophy, or. the seventh

cause, characteristic of aggadah (pp. 19-20 in Guide, Pines ed.; the relevant
passage is omitted in Professor Twersky's abridgment of the selection; see note
2 below).

2. One important methodological passage in the Guide is the Introduction
on Contraries and Contradictions. Concerning it, R. Shem Tovben Joseph ibn
Shem Tov comments (ad loc.) that had the Guide been composed for its sake
alone, it would have been suffcient. While Professor Twersky retains this
Introduction (pp. 244-246), his abridgment of it raises an interesting question.
Shem Tov, for example, tells us that this Introduction is significant because
it is very useful to know the causes of the divergences found in various kinds
of books, including the books of the prophets. Maimonides himself states, and
not necessarily with tongue in cheek, that this entire Introduction was written
to explain the causes of the divergences found in the books of the prophets
(p. 19, Pines ed.). However, the abridged Introduction in the Reader does not
tell us the causes of the divergences found either in the books of the prophets,

or in the Talmud, the Midrash, or the books of the philosophers, but 

tellsus only which are the two causes accountable for divergences found in the

Guide (and even this information is incomplete, since we are left ignorant of
the fact that divergences due to one of these causes are those which are found
in the books of the philosophers. and the ones due to the oth~r are those which

are found in the aggadah and perhaps even in the books of the prophets; cf.
note I above). Doubtless, as Professor Strauss has emphasized, it is imperative

to keep in mind the causes of the divergences found in the Guide. The question
is whether or not this is the only or even the chief lesson-for the scholar or
for the common reader-of the Introduction on Contraries and Contradictions.

The Schlemiel as Modern Hero, by RUTH R. WrSSE (Chicago
and London; The University of Chicago Press, 1971).

Reviewed by Mervin Butovsky

Following closely in the wake of
the sixties, that almost Jewish li-
erary decade as far as American

fiction was concerned, there now
appears the expected flood of crit-
ical commentaries answering the

Herzogian (Moses. Elkanah) need
"to explain, to have it out, to just i-

fy, to put in perspective, to clari-
fy." Like most criticism the excel-
lent is rare while the mediocre is

abundant. Warning signs have al-
ready been posted. Some years ago

Robert Alter's "Sentimentalizing

the Jew" deftly exposed the sily
notion which maintained that the
Jew in American fiction was, of
necessity, either Everyman, the re-
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demm.g Chrst (1), or moral well-
beig Itaelf. Alte also made the
tellng and obviQUS equatio be-

tw~n the persistence of a ditìnc.,
Uve Jewish preence in fiction and
th cQincidenta dimuntin of any
Jewish content, knowledge or feel-
ing. A spefi need exists for soun
and astringent evaluation in this
are-s., above all alhers, sinc there
wo.ld appear to be a dangerous
pnid.ilectioo for the- trit~ the nos
tal..ic, Of the setimental whenever
a J~wis.h c.liaracter- OI setting is in-

ti:oouced. The present study on tlw
bistorkal and moral eontext of the

Ç\cltypal Yiddishclarær is one
of the heß,t studes available and

will go a long way toward estab.
lishing a seriQUS theory of Ameri-
çan ,Jewish Ar.

The author has written a -closely
argued work out of a deep knowl-

edge of Yiddish literature and an
equally profoud sympathy for that
laented civiliztion create in
Eastern Europe by the Yiddish-
ßPeaxmg Jews. In her view the
seJimiel emerge out of the socio-
poliical conditions of Yiddish cul-

ture to embody its strengths. its
weaknesses and ultimately its tragic
fate. The common element embod-
ied in the schlemiel type, as we en-
counter him in fok huor as well
as belle-lettres, is a peculiar aware-
ness Qf himself as powerless in a
world where poer is the th. To
survive in a world dominated by
fOïce and violence 3nd to be aware
of oneself as helpless to confront

that world on its own terms is the
predse Ioc.ale far the moral geQg-

raÐ-hv of this heroic anti_hero.

The fir~t part of the book deals
with the v-arious strategies appro-
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priate to this crital dilemma as

depiced by the schlemiel charac-

terization in the fiction of Mefl-

dele, Peretz, and Shalom Aleichem.
We are convincingly shewn that the
attitude of these wrter to their
people changes significantly from
the initìal tone- of critical satire
(which ho to prd reform by
ridieule) to the more complex sense
of irony suggesting the writers'
abandonment of their aloof crit-
ic1 stance and their reunification,
albeit ambiguusly, to the destiny

of their pele. A culturl and po-
litical bond exist betwe the au-
ther, his c.entral charactr, and his
audience; and it is this unity which
we S€' reftected in the classic ~~old~

en áge~' o-f Yiddish literature.

The final half of the book trace~

the transplantation of this peculiar
hero from his natal environment to
the "Golden Land" and offers some
notatins - in an interpretation of

certain works of Benow, Malamud,
Roth, Friedman~ and Podhoretz -
on his present state of health and
durabilì. Certainly the relocatIon

from the shtetle to suburbia has

wrought great change and, in con-
cluding her too slim volume, Prof.

Wisse ponders his survival. But in
the meanwhile. she provides a com~
prehensive explanation fer- the etn-
ceptual shift which saw the image
of Jew iii moØe Aneriea liter-
ture move radically from a preoc-
cupation with Hen,i.ngway's Robert

Cohen to BeDow's Heriog and Mal
amud's Fidelman: all thos features
assQciated witb the despised out-

sider Qf the 1920's had come to
assume the quality of heroism in
the 1960's. And yet signs were
already evident that some muttion
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was underway and by commenting
on Podhoretz's Making It, the au-
thor makes explicit how the famil-
iar reactions of the schlemiel have

undergone changes which threaten
his existence.

The quality of criticism on Am-
erican-Jewish writing has lagged

far behind the fiction: in fact it is
apparent that a good deal of the
previous discussions on Jewish
writing and authors have not been
literary criticism at all but a species
of moral or ideological .exhortation,
insisting on the soial or communal
responsibilty of the writer (or !Jew

wailng his waywardness). Aesthet-

ic or thematic considerations were

neglected to such an extent that
works of fiction were often regard-
ed merely as historical or socio-
logi;:al commentaries.

Professor Wisse's study is a sig-
nificant corrective to such tenden-
cies and, as such, should be wel-
comed by the general reader inter-
ested in exploring the origins of the
central imaginative figure of hÌs

l'iiJture. Written with wit and in-
sight, it wil prove iluminating to
the reader of Jewish fiction, and a
source of ideas for the student of

literature, society, Judaic studies,

and related fields. .
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